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This essential reference for pros and passionate amateurs is back with a fresh design and new

content. Written by respected builders from all over America, this completely revised and expanded

edition collectsÂ 11 newÂ deckbuilding articles from the pages of Fine Homebuilding magazine,

covering every aspect of deck design and construction, from the pros and cons of the newest

decking materials to recent changes to the building code. Building Decks guides the reader through

the entire process from first footings to final finishes, sharing insider secrets that only the pros know.
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All contributing authors are seasoned professionals whose articles have appeared in Fine

Homebuilding magazine. Since 1981 Fine Homebuilding has been providing information and

inspiration to everyone who cares about quality home improvement and construction. The

magazine, which has a circulation of more than 300,000, is the best source of home improvement

information and helps readers build projects better, faster, and more efficiently. Â 

im a general contractor and builder for the past 18 years and I needed a refresher course and this

book was written very well with lots of pictures. Simply put, the guy is a genius! Buy the book! It can

mean a difference between a deck that crumble due to bad design or a good deck that can last a



lifetime.

A very good book,up to date and easy to read. I looked at a lot of deck books at the library andthis is

what I decided to use to guide me through building my deck. now all I have to do is do it.

Great for Pros and Homeowners alike, gives a very good summary of all of the various options

available in terms of materials as well as some great ideas and tips for design and construction.

It is less descriptive than i expected. Some good points here and there. Good in conjunction with

other ones. There might be better ones out there.

Pretty basic......wanted new ideas and designs . Wish it had more creative ways to build deck rails. I

would not recommend this book .

I have built decks in the past. This book contains new, to me, information. It also has many pictures

that provide ideas for future decks.

this is a good book to have when you're looking to construct or reconstruct a decking system that

you've already designed or thought of designing.

just like buying new , but better price. Great for ideas in the front and back yard to choose from and

very clear
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